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“Please buy all the things on the list. Nails. Rope. And flowers,” Amma says. “And please take Baby with you.”
So Ashok and his Appa take Baby shopping.
“Amma!” Baby points.

“No, Baby,” Appa smiles. “That’s not Amma. Amma has long, black hair.”
“Amma!” Baby claps her hands.
“No, Baby,” Appa laughs. “That’s not Amma. Amma doesn’t have a beard!”
“Amma!” Baby says.

“No, Baby,” Appa laughs again. “That’s not Amma. Amma is much younger.”
Appa and Ashok get everything on the list. Amma takes the nails, rope, and flowers.
TAK TAK TAPAAK!

Look what Amma has made. A cart for Baby! Off to the park they go.
“Baby kept thinking she saw you at the market today,” Appa tells Amma “I don’t know why.”
“Because she is a clever baby,” says Ashok.

This time, it is Baby’s turn to laugh.
There's Amma!
(English)

Ashok and his Appa take Baby shopping. But why is Baby seeing Amma everywhere?

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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